Resurrection of neutral tris-homoaromaticity.
Neutral in-plane tris-homoaromaticity is evaluated in tris(bismethano)benzene (15) and modifications of this parent structure in which the pi-orbitals might interact in the plane established by the unsaturated carbon atoms (in-plane conjugation). On the basis of magnetic susceptibility exaltation, nucleus-independent shift (NICS), and aromatic stabilization energy (ASE, evaluated via homodesmotic and isodesmic equations using B3LYP/6-311+G + ZPVE energies, as well as by MM3 and MM4 force field computations), we identified triene 17, a triply bridged analogue of 15, as the system where homoaromaticity is most effective. The NICS(total) in the center of 17 is -30.1 ppm and the diatropic pi-contribution is -18.0 ppm. This structure possesses more than one-third of the aromatic stabilization of benzene and is the best candidate for neutral tris-homoaromaticity ever proposed. The previously described tris-(bismethano)-benzene (15) also shows homoaromaticity but to a smaller extent compared to 17. Structure 18, which is closely related to 17, also is significantly homoaromatic but, as evaluated by MM3, strain partially counteracts the stabilizing effects from homoconjugation. Such a counteracting increase in strain largely cancels or even overwhelms the stabilization from homoconjugation in all other species considered in this study.